
Lucky Bridge- Liquid Modernity- Liquid Symbols (Bridges- Hurdles- Flags)

My installations creates an inter mixture of hope and the pessimism in  the philosophical 
speculations of the “Liquid Modernity” by the Jewish sociologist Zygmunt Baumann.   

Those involved in the “Liquid Modernity” are also important because they need to be able to 
communicate effectively and clearly about destruction  and protection of human in urban 
areas and in nature, so that everyone walks away having learned something that will benefit 
them. I will recalling that this is why artists have to face not only by the highest specification 
but also by multi-sensory experience in the different kinds of art what is untouched, unknown, 
unheard, unsmell, such as unconsciousness, madness, and at the other side the new 
opportunities of changing.

I´m looking forward to seeing how a critical sensibility could provide profound insights about 
human civilization, natural conditions, and spirituality in our contemporary age and I´m doing 
the most of this  projects at an Europe- Ecologic identity.  It is the same concept, the same 
energy if the paintbrush touch the paper, if the chainsaw chain dissipates the wood, if the clips
coalesce  to a video, if you read a poem, if I touch with an installation the ground, the tree, the
ice at a lake, the foam…

 I´m working to this idea of Liquid Modernity and multi-sensory experience in the different 
kinds of art in other countries for example:                                                                                  
1. Liquid Shipyard- Liquid Fort- Liquid Flags  (Fort Cádic) and the poems by Vincente 
Aleixandre in Spain ( Pinea-Lienea de Costa) in 2019.





Portfolio

urban and nature areas

Liquid Ariadnie´s Thread,   yarn, Odemira (Portugal),2019



Liquid Wall, red eucalyptus at an old wall, behind an old cork oak, 2m long, Odemira, 2019



Liquid Ariadnie´s Thread (II),   yarn, Odemira (Portugal),2019



Liquid Skins, wellpaper, color, ink, Kokkola (Finland), 2018



Liquid Lottery Tickets, wood, color,cement, Kokkola,2018



Liquid Hut- Liquid Decay, Kokkola, 2018



Liquid Flags,  plastic foil, paper, color, ink, Fiskars (Finland) 2018



Liquid Flags, plastic foil, waste, color, inc, Yllas (Finland), 2019



Liquid Soul,  wallpaper, color, ink, Cadic (Spain), 2019



Liquid Bull, oak, waste, color, Cadic (Spain),2019


